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Phase and coherence extraction from a phased vertical cavity laser array
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The relative coherence and phase are extracted from two-element, coherently coupled, vertical
cavity surface emitting laser arrays. The array elements are defined optically by a photonic crystal
pattern and electrically by ion implantation. We obtain the near and far fields experimentally under
varying current injection. The Fraunhofer approximation is used to simulate propagation from the
near to far field. The phase and coherence are extracted as fitting parameters to match the
experimental and propagated far field patterns. The phase and coherence will aid in future array
C 2012 American Institute of Physics.
designs and in elucidating the phase-shifting mechanism. V
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4736406]
Two potential applications of phased vertical cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL) arrays include beam-steering1,2
and high-brightness sources. Non-mechanical optical beam
steering promises lower cost, higher reliability, lower complexity, and higher speed than mechanical approaches, which
are typically still the norm for applications such as laser radar. While prior methods of non-mechanical optical beam
steering have been passive,3 a phased VCSEL array uniquely
acts as both the source and the phase-shifting mechanism. In
this way, it represents a closer analog to its phased array radar counterpart, affording the potential for increased efficiency with decreased power consumption and complexity.
While various methods of beam steering with VCSELs have
been demonstrated, typical difficulties include wide beam
width,4 out-of-phase operation,5,6 complex mechanical
parts,7 and discontinuous steering.1 Recently, we have demonstrated continuous electronic beam steering with full, predictable coverage up to a 1 full angle with 19%–23%
efficiency in the central lobe.2
Phased VCSEL arrays also offer a good alternative to
edge emitting lasers as high brightness sources for applications such as fiber laser pumps. The major difficulty encountered with this approach8,9 is that the typical evanescent
coupling designs lead to nearest neighbor elements in the
out-of-phase supermode, as was predicted,10 leading to
an undesirable 4-lobed far field pattern. While phasecorrected11 and anti-guided (leaky mode)12–17 VCSEL arrays
have been shown to reliably produce in-phase coupling
between elements, they require complicated etching and material re-growth processes. We have recently demonstrated
coherent VCSEL arrays with reliable, anti-guided, in-phase
coupling with much less fabrication complexity.16–18 These
arrays are designed to have photonic crystal optical confinement,19 implant-defined current confinement,17,18 and proper
element spacing to preferentially select the in-phase mode.17
If a large number of elements can be kept in-phase, VCSEL
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arrays have the potential to surpass edge-emitting lasers for
high-brightness applications.
Common to both of these applications is the need to
carefully control the phase difference between neighboring
elements. In this work, the relative phase and optical coherence between 2  1 arrays are extracted by first experimentally determining the near and far field profiles as a function
of injection current. The Fraunhofer approximation is used
to simulate propagation from the near to far field. The phase
and coherence are then extracted as fitting parameters to
match the experimental and propagated far field patterns.
While similar methods have been used with Fraunhoffer diffraction theory,20 antenna array theory,21,22 and the fast Fourier transform,23 they typically use top-hat or Gaussian
approximations for the near field. The technique demonstrated herein is particularly suited for extracting the relative
phase and is unique in using the experimentally determined
near field, which is shown to yield a more accurate simulation of the far field, and therefore more accurate phase information. The extracted phase and coherence will aid in future
designs of phased VCSEL arrays, and in elucidating the
physical mechanism(s) controlling them.
The VCSEL arrays under study are arranged in a 2  1
configuration where the fabrication procedure has been
described in previous work.17,18 The wafer consists of 27 ptype top and 35 n-type bottom distributed Bragg reflector
periods on an n-type GaAs substrate. The active region consists of three GaAs quantum wells emitting nominally at
850 nm. The photonic crystal pattern etched into the top mirror limits the number of lasing modes and provides stable
index guiding. The defects in the hole pattern create the array
elements and are aligned with implant apertures approximately the same size. The latter confines the current to
the individual elements, as shown in the cross section of
Figure 1. In an additional step, the top metal contact was
etched with a focused ion beam to allow preferential current
injection into either array element.
Two types of array operation are analyzed, one that prefers to operate out-of-phase, and another that prefers to operate in-phase, as shown in Figure 2. The out-of-phase array is
distinguished by a null in between the elements in the near
field, while a small central lobe is apparent for the in-phase
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right aperture, Uright , and its relative coherence, c, can then
be fit according to
Iðx; yÞ ¼ jUlef t ðx; yÞj2 þ jUmid ðx; yÞj2 þ jUright ðx; yÞj2
2
3
Ulef t ðx; yÞ Uright ðx; yÞejUright
5;
þ 2jcjRe4 þUlef t ðx; yÞ Umid ðx; yÞejUmid
jUmid
jUright
þUmid ðx; yÞe
Uright ðx; yÞe
(2)
FIG. 1. Cross section of VCSEL array. Dashed line shows preferential current path from left contact.

array.18 Near fields images are first acquired with a microscope under varying current injection. The verification process showed that a greater number of pixels on the near field
image, up to the microscope objective resolution, yield a
more accurate far field calculation. This process also
revealed the need to adjust the camera exposure time to
ensure the maximum dynamic range for each near field
image, while avoiding saturation.
The near field images are then processed to truncate the
noise and split them into different apertures, as shown in
Figures 2(c) and 2(f). The three-aperture case for the inphase array is detailed here. The electric field amplitudes
for each aperture are obtained as the square root of the measure intensity, and are defined as jUlef t ðn; gÞj, jUmid ðn; gÞj,
and jUright ðn; gÞj, where n and g are the near-field coordinates. Approximating these fields as self-coherent and
monochromatic with flat wavefronts, the beam was then
“propagated” to the far field using the Fraunhofer
approximation24
ejk0 z j k0 ðx2 þy2 Þ
e 2z
Uðx; yÞ ¼
jkz

ð ð1

2p

jUðn; gÞje j kz ðxnþygÞ dndg; (1)

1

where x and y are the far field coordinates, z is the propagation distance, and k0 and k correspond to the free space
wavelength. This approximation conveniently lends itself to
a two-dimensional Fourier transform, which can be quickly
solved. For a three-element array, the relative phase of the

where the propagated far field intensity is denoted as Iðx; yÞ,
the relative phase of the middle aperture as Umid , and the far
fields propagated from the left, middle, and right apertures as
Ulef t ðx; yÞ, Umid ðx; yÞ, and Uright ðx; yÞ, respectively. Since
there is a typical p phase difference between adjacent near
field lobes in phased VCSEL arrays,12 Umid is assumed to be
p out of phase with the average phase of the two outer apertures. The parameters Uright and c can then be extracted by
matching the experimentally determined far field with that
propagated from the near field, according to Eqs. (1) and (2).
The relative phase is first determined in an iterative process
until the relative amplitudes of the left and right far field
lobes match those determined experimentally. This method
was used in contrast to that of previous works21,22 where the
angular shifts are matched, as the latter is not only subject to
greater experimental error, but can be affected by minute frequency splitting between the elements as well.25 Similarly,
the coherence was determined by matching the relative amplitude of the center nulls. The coherence is thus obtained
from both the visibility in the far field as well as the relative
intensities of the near field elements.
Near and far-field measurements are taken over the
range of coherent operation of each array for fixed current
injection through the left, and varying current injection into
the right contact. The propagated-fit and experimental far
field profiles are compared for the out-of-phase and in-phase
arrays in Figures 3(a) and 3(b), respectively, where the 2D
insets show the slices where the 1D profiles are taken. Good
agreement is shown between the experimental and
propagated-fit far field patterns. Figure 3(b) also shows
the profile that was obtained by using a best-fit Gaussian

FIG. 2. Out-of-phase (a-c) and in-phase
(d-f) VCSEL arrays. Images from an
SEM (a,d), while lasing (b,e), and of the
processed near field (c,f), where the red
lines delineate the apertures used for
simulation.
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FIG. 3. Far field profiles for arrays operating out-of-phase (a) and in-phase (b) under current injection to the left and right apertures shown on the left and right
of each plot, respectively. The propagated-Gaussian profile in (b) shows the decrease in accuracy when a best-fit Gaussian approximation is used for the array
elements in the near field. Profiles taken along slices are shown in 2D insets.

approximation for Ulef t ðn; gÞ and Uright ðn; gÞ, while ignoring
the small central lobe shown in Figure 2(f). While the far
field profile of the “propagated-Gaussian” looks similar to
that obtained experimentally, its outer lobe intensities are
noticeably smaller. This difference is magnified for in-phase
VCSEL arrays with larger near-field central lobes,18 and is
due to the significant impact this out-of-phase central lobe
has on the far field. Including this central lobe thus leads to a
more accurate far field simulation, and therefore more accurate phase information retrieved by matching the intensities
of the outer far-field lobes.
In both arrays, it can be seen that as the current to the
right aperture is increased, the far field is pulled to the right.
This is caused by a linearly increasing relative phase lag in
the right element, as plotted in Figures 4(a) and 4(b). Note
that the observed phase range of coherent operation for both
arrays extends about 0.5p in either direction of their preferred
phase relation. Beyond this phase range, the in-phase (out-ofphase) array approaches out-of-phase (in-phase) operation,
which leads to a dramatic decrease in coherence.26
Both of the arrays display several orders of magnitude
greater sensitivity to current than shown for phase-tuning in

slab-coupled lasers.27 The out-of-phase array operates over a
differential current spread of 0.6 mA, while the in-phase
array operates over a smaller range of 0.17 mA. This difference is due to a deeper etch between the contacts for the inphase array, as is slightly noticeable in the SEM images of
Figure 2. The resistance between the left and right contacts
for the in-phase array was 6.3 kX, compared to 2.6 kX for
the out-of-phase array, yielding much better current confinement between the array elements. This current confinement
was also observable in the spectrum. The lasing wavelengths
of the two elements were matched when similar current was
applied to each, but their wavelengths split wider and wider
with increased current difference. This is caused by localized
current and temperature differences between the elements,
which cause an index variation in the active region (cavity).
The coherence magnitude and wavelength are also plotted against the current difference in Figures 4(a) and 4(b).
While both arrays are highly coherent around their preferred
mode of operation (0 or p phase difference), they lose coherence as they are pulled away from it. This loss of coherence
is also associated with the onset of a competing mode, as
shown by the spectra. This corroborates previous results

FIG. 4. Phase, coherence, and wavelength vs. current injection difference for the (a) out-of-phase and (b) in-phase VCSEL array.
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showing a reduction in coherence when operated away from
the preferred in-phase or out-of-phase condition,26 and upon
the onset of another spectral mode.28
In conclusion, the Fraunhofer approximation is applied
to extract the relative phase and coherence of a two-element
VCSEL array. The experimentally determined near-field is
used (as opposed to a top-hat or Gaussian approximation)
and the far field lobe intensities are matched (as opposed to
the angular shifts), to obtain maximum accuracy. The relative phase difference of the VCSEL array elements is found
to vary over a range of p for both arrays. As current injection
into a given element is increased, its relative phase is found
to increasingly lag. Additionally, the array coherence is
found to dramatically decrease as an array’s preferred phase
relationship is pulled beyond 0.5p in either direction.
A two-pinhole optical setup or implementation of a
Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm would provide a more rigorous
coherence and phase mapping across the array without relying on the assumption that each aperture was self-coherent
with a flat wavefront. The good agreement between the experimental and propagated-fit far-fields for the arrays studied,
however, offers confirmation of our more convenient method
and its underlying assumptions. Future work will include
dynamic characterization of the phased VCSEL arrays and
investigation into the phase-shifting mechanism(s).
This work was partially supported by the Navy SBIR
N11A-024-0476.
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